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A 78-year-old male with multiple previous abdominal operations presented to the emergency department (ED) with abdominal pain and vomiting. Computed tomography (CT) revealed a small bowel obstruction. The emergency physician ordered a nasogastric tube and the nurse placed a 14 French catheter. The nurse encountered resistance upon advancement to just before the target length based on her initial measurements. Upon attempting to remove the tube, she encountered significant resistance near the end of removal. The patient experienced severe pain and developed epistaxis. The ED physician was also unable to retrieve the tube, nor visualize it within the oropharynx. Fiberoptic nasopharyngoscopy was obstructed due to copious bleeding. A skull radiograph was performed demonstrating a knotted tube (Figure 1). Further attempts by the ED physician to advance the tube into the oropharynx or retrieve it from the nose were unsuccessful and otolaryngology (ENT) was consulted. Using multiple doses of oxymetazolone into the patient’s nare, as well as topical anesthetic (cetacaine spray), the ENT consultant was ultimately able to advance the nasogastric tube, cut the external distal portion and retrieve the remainder through the oropharynx. On inspection, the tube was found to have completely knotted on itself, presumably occurring during the nurse’s initial insertion attempt when she met resistance (Figure 2).

Although this phenomenon of knotting has been reported in the literature, its incidence appears low. Risk factors appear to include smaller diameter tubes, insertion deep into the stomach (likely both involved in this case), and interference with an endotracheal tube in the intubated patient. Once knotted, the traction during retrieval tightens the knot. Larger diameter tubes and the avoidance of excess advancement into the stomach may minimize this complication.

Figure 1. Lateral radiograph of the skull demonstrating the knotted nasogastric tube.  
Figure 2. Photograph taken of the knotted tube immediately after removal.
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